
Civic Centre, Windmill Street, Gravesend Kent DA12 1AU

Crime & Disorder Scrutiny 
Committee

Members of the Crime & Disorder Scrutiny Committee of Gravesham Borough Council are 
summoned to attend a meeting to be held Virtually on Thursday, 8 October 2020 at 7.30 pm 
when the business specified in the following agenda is proposed to be transacted. Details on how 
Members can attend the meeting will be sent separately. 

In response to COVID-19, the Government has legislated to permit remote attendance by Elected 
Members at formal meetings. This is conditional on other Elected Members and the public being 
able to hear those participating in the meeting. This meeting will be streamed live and can be 
watched via Gravesham Borough Council’s YouTube Channel:- 

www.youtube.com/graveshamtv 

S Walsh
Service Manager (Communities)

Agenda

Part A
Items likely to be considered in Public

1. Apologies 

2. Minutes (Pages 3 - 8)

3. Declarations of Interest 

4. To consider whether any items in Part A of the Agenda should be 
considered in private or any items in Part B in public 

5. Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking - Presentation :  Detective 
Inspector Kris Eberlein (Serious Organised Crime Unit and MSHT Team) 

Presentation

6. Gravesham Modern Day Slavery Strategy 2020-2023 - Kath Donald, 
Community Safety Unit 

(Pages 9 - 36)

http://www.youtube.com/graveshamtv


7. Local Policing Update - Acting Chief Inspector/Area Commander Craig 
West (North Kent Police) (verbal report) 

Verbal Report

8. Kent and Medway Police and Crime Panel  (links to the following items are 
provided for information only): 

Minutes of the Panel meeting held on 6 February 2020, please click the 
link below:
Kent and Medway Police and Crime Panel 6.2.20

Agenda Pack for the Panel meeting held on 8 September 2020.  This 
Agenda Pack also includes the PCC’s Annual Report 2019-20, please 
click the link below:
Kent and Medway Police and Crime Panel 8.9.20

9. Exclusion 
To move, if required, that pursuant to Section 100A (4) of the Local
Government Act 1972 that the public be excluded from any items
included in Part B of the agenda because it is likely in view of the nature
of the business to be transacted that if members of the public are present
during those items, there would be disclosure to them of exempt
information as defined in Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Act.

Part B
Items likely to be considered in private

None at the time of publication

Members

Cllr Baljit Hayre (Chair)
Cllr Christina Rolles (Vice-Chair)

Councillors: Derek Ashenden
Helen Ashenden
Ejaz Aslam
Dakota Dibben
Aaron Elliott
Brian Francis
Gary Harding
Emma Morley
Leslie Pearton
Lauren Sullivan
Tony Rana
Frank Wardle

Substitutes: To be notified

https://democracy.kent.gov.uk/documents/g8168/Printed%20minutes%2006th-Feb-2020%2014.00%20Kent%20and%20Medway%20Police%20and%20Crime%20Panel.pdf?T=1
https://democracy.kent.gov.uk/documents/g8168/Printed%20minutes%2006th-Feb-2020%2014.00%20Kent%20and%20Medway%20Police%20and%20Crime%20Panel.pdf?T=1
https://democracy.kent.gov.uk/documents/g8617/Public%20reports%20pack%2008th-Sep-2020%2010.00%20Kent%20and%20Medway%20Police%20and%20Crime%20Panel.pdf?T=10
https://democracy.kent.gov.uk/documents/g8617/Public%20reports%20pack%2008th-Sep-2020%2010.00%20Kent%20and%20Medway%20Police%20and%20Crime%20Panel.pdf?T=10
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Crime & Disorder Scrutiny Committee

Tuesday, 21 January 2020                                  7:30pm

Present:

Cllr Steve Thompson (Chair)  
Cllr Baljit Hayre (Vice-Chair)     

Cllrs: Derek Ashenden 
Helen Ashenden 
Ejaz Aslam 
John Caller 
Aaron Elliott 
Brian Francis 
Gary Harding 
Nirmal Khabra 
Emma Morley 
Leslie Pearton 
Lauren Sullivan 
Frank Wardle 

Simon Hookway Assistant Director (Communities) 
Kath Donald
Sean Steer

Strategic Manager (CSU)
Operational Manager (CSU) 

Neil Loudon Chief Inspector, Kent Police 
Jackie Hyland Choices (Domestic Abuse Services) 
Ben Clarke Committee & Scrutiny Assistant (Minutes)  

72. Apologies 

No apologies of absence were received.  

73. Minutes 

The minutes of the meeting held on Thursday, 10 October 2019 were signed by the Chair. 

74. Declarations of Interest 

No declarations of interest. 

75. Step Change Project (Presentation followed by question and answer 
session) 

The Committee received a presentation from Jackie Hyland, a representative of Choices 
which specialise in Domestic Abuse Services, informing them of the work of the project that 
supports victims of domestic abuse with complex needs and their children (please see 
supplementary).  

Following the detailed presentation, Jackie Hyland fielded questions and comments from the 
Committee Members: 
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 Some victims of domestic abuse do not come forward as they think they will be 
judged negatively and others do not understand what is being offered or simply do 
not want to engage in any way 

 Choices works in a multi-agency approach, signposting the services at schools and 
other agencies so that parents with struggling children and victims are more informed 
of the help that is available to people in their situations 

 The refuge accommodation located in Gravesham and Dartford is designed for 
young women aged 18-25 who have been victims of domestic abuse; the 
accommodation is also suited to house their children if they have any  

 Most often, schools or Early Help will refer domestic abuse victims to Choices as 
they do not want the help of social services. For a victim to receive help they must 
give their consent so if they refuse assistance from Early Help then they will refer 
them to Choices  

 Young parents with children that are struggling are also helped by Choices as many 
children suffer from abusive relationships between their parents; in many examples 
the local schools have recognised arising issues and have contacted Choice’s so that 
assistance can be offered to the families  

 There is no time limit on the help given as the work is carried out in the long term; the 
only factor that plays into length of assistance given is the amount of funding that 
Choices receives every year 

 Choices local accommodation can provide for a total of seventeen people including 
children. 

The Chair asked Jackie Hyland what she thought the Committee and the Council as a whole 
could do to improve upon and aid the services offered by Choices. 

In response, Jackie Hyland advised that: 

 Finding funding was a constant issue as new funding had to be acquired every 
year; making the project sustainable without the need to monitor funding every year 
would greatly benefit the service as it could carry out its work without fear of the 
accommodation centres having to close 

 Increased promotion of the services Choices offer through Council channels and 
further the understanding of the projects that are at work currently in Gravesham 

Following a question regarding the funding of the project, the Strategic Manager (CSU) 
explained that: 

 The project receives no funding from KCC; it is solely funded by a grant from the  
Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government at a cost of circa £68,000 per 
annum 

 That sum covers the cost of a breadth of provision including staff pay, 
accommodation, phones, travel, DBS checks, training, materials and a slew of other 
running costs 

 The project makes financial sense as the overall cost is vastly cheaper directing 
people to Choices rather than putting victims into the care of social services; Choices 
has cared for over 40 families at the cost of £68K whereas the cost of one child going 
into care is over twice that figure 

The Chair thanked Jackie Hyland for the very informative presentation. 
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76. Town Centre Policing 

The Committee received a verbal update from Chief Inspector Neil Loudon informing them 
on improved level of policing resources that have been introduced in Gravesend Town 
Centre since September 2019.  

The Chief Inspector, Kent Police outlined the following key points to the Committee: 

 For the past couple of years, Gravesham has had a dedicated team of two PCSO’s 
who have had to rely on their emergency response colleagues with assistance in 
policing the Town Centre. However as of 07 October 2019 they have been joined by 
two PC’s who are the Town Centre’s new beat officers and they have been 
performing a fantastic job in Gravesend 

 The Town Centre Policing team consisting of the two PC’s and two PCSO’s are also 
supported by the Safer Place Officers and the Strategic Manager’s (CSU) team of 
Council Officers. Additionally the two PC’s can call on their colleagues from 
surrounding areas to provide support with matters that require extra assistance 

 The two new PC’s have been approached daily by members of the public who have 
been reassured seeing a Police presence in the Town every day; that Police 
presence has also helped with crime prevention, acting as a deterrent to potential 
offenders 

 They have forged extremely positive relationships with local businesses and have a 
connection to the GSAFE team as well as working with the probation team and 
Sanctuary in the Town Centre. Due to their relationships and presence in the Town, 
they acquire intelligence much more quickly and have been able to make a number 
of arrests from the information provided 

 They start their day (which could be at any time due to different shift patterns) by 
checking the overnight crime for the Town Centre, check in with the Strategic 
Managers (CSU) team and then walk around the Town on foot. The general ‘beat 
walk’ would entail checking on the High Street, engaging with the public, collating 
victims statements, reassurance visits and intelligence gathering etc. They have 
already cleared up a lot of the crime in the Town Centre during the day as they are 
well attuned to where the habitual offenders are and have utilised intelligence from 
local business and CCTV to arrest anyone carrying out criminal acts 

 They have been working with the British Transport Police and Gravesend Train 
Station to catch offenders using the trains to get into Gravesend from Medway and 
London 

 With the two PC’s tackling the low level crimes in Gravesend, it has allowed other 
officers to have more time responding to emergency 999 calls which previously might 
have been delayed due to those lower level crimes 

 Due to the success of the patrols in the Town Centre, information has been received 
from residents and offenders themselves that Gravesend has become a very hard 
place for criminals. 

 General anti-social behaviours such as street drinking, aggressive begging, fake 
homelessness and shoplifting has decreased in the Town, and the persistent 
offenders will hopefully receive court orders banning them from the Town Centre for 
up to five years 

 Warrants have been executed, in conjunction with the Council, HMRC and Trading 
Standards, in premises that have been openly selling illegal tobacco and alcohol. 
There are a number of premises in Gravesend from which illegal tobacco and 
cigarettes have been seized on more than one occasion only for stocks to be 
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replenished in a matter of hours. Multi-agency work continues and actions that would 
have a longer-term impact are being considered. 

 ‘Stop and Search’ will be utilised by Gravesham Police Officers as long as it is 
intelligence led; a search will always have due cause, be justified and proportionate.. 
It has already been used a number of times on offenders and various weapons have 
been seized including a samurai sword 

 Due to the success of the implementation of the two PC’s, the figures of reduced 
crime rates and the arrests will be published in the near future  so that the residents 
of Gravesham can see all the changes that have been made and make them feel 
safer 

The Committee were very impressed by the Chief Inspector’s briefing and applauded the 
work of the officers for their success however the Chief Inspector was questioned whether or 
not there were similar plans in place to police the night time economy in the Town Centre. 
 
The Chief Inspector, Kent Police agreed that the night time economy was another important 
aspect and there were plans in place to police it however he advised that he had to balance 
the shifts that his PCs carried out as it was important to have them working during the day to 
be seen by the public. There were already a team of officers that covered everywhere in 
Gravesham from Higham to Vigo but predominantly focused on Gravesend and Dartford 
Town Centres on Friday and Saturday nights. The Town Centre PCs will assist the night 
time officers but their main responsibilities will be focused on daytime activity when they can 
be most effective  in apprehending the Town’s prolific offenders. 

The Committee raised further concern over the amount of trouble that occurs every weekend 
at the McDonalds branch on New Road and queried if there were any measures that could 
be taken against it. 

The Chief Inspector, Kent Police advised that various venues had had their premises 
licences revoked before and the Police worked closely with Gravesend’s late night premises 
to ensure everything ran smoothly. The owner of the Gravesend McDonalds franchise has 
proved helpful in the past and Inspector Craig West works with local premises to create a 
vibrant but safe night time economy. However, McDonalds does require extra security and 
measures are being investigated to mitigate the level of crime that occurs there. The Chief 
Inspector, Kent Police reminded Members that they could not force McDonalds to engage 
but a joint approach made by the Police and possibly the CSU might be more effective. An 
update on the situation would be brought to the next Crime & Disorder Scrutiny Committee 
meeting in March. Although the Chief Inspector, did reinforce the point that McDonalds were 
a focus for attention nationally as many of them were open 24 hours and provided free Wi-Fi 
to its customers. 

Member’s raised several further questions to which the Chief Inspector, Kent Police 
explained that: 

 All officers wear body worn cameras which were very useful when carrying out ‘stop 
and searches’ as they reduced complaints and false allegations considerably.  
Turning the camera on usually made the offender in question less aggressive and if a 
complaint was made, the footage could be reviewed to see what happened. Many 
times a complainant has been called in to review the footage and ended up 
withdrawing their false allegations. On the other hand, the footage has also been 
used as a learning tool to see where the officers could improve themselves. A stop 
and search scrutiny panel was created where the public may attend and three or four 
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random pieces of footage are shown at every meeting where the panel members 
would scrutinise what went well and what needed to be improved upon 

 Kent and Essex Police and local schools are working closely together to resolve 
recent issues with a lot of school youths coming over on the ferry after school and 
hanging around McDonalds engaging in anti-social behaviour. 

 There are no significant issues of anti-social behaviour at Northfleet Train Station and 
no intelligence that any criminals will be displaced towards that area. Most of the 
criminals have moved further afield out of the area. 

 Shoplifting does not feature on the Controlled Police Strategy as it isn’t seen as 
significant a crime as domestic abuse, burglary or robbery etc however the Chief 
Inspector felt that shoplifting was important as it enables other crimes to be funded. 
As such, targeting shoplifting could help prevent worse crimes occurring in 
Gravesend in the future 

 The new McDonalds installed inside Asda has not had any complaints made against 
it and there have been no cases of anti-social behaviour; that is likely  due to its 
location outside of the Town Centre and the SIA door staff in addition to the ASDA 
security 

The Strategic Manager (CSU) gave an update to the Committee on the shops that had been 
selling illegal tobacco in Gravesend: 

 Multi-agency work is being developed to try to address the persistent problem of 
sales of illegal cigarettes and tobacco.  Advice has been sought from KCC Trading 
Standards and HMRC and good practice approaches used in other areas are being 
considered with a view to replicating them locally.  One of the benefits of having the 
two Town Centres PC’s is that the seizures can be ramped up and carried out much 
more often as previously there would be long delays between raids due to the level of 
resources available.  The sharing of intelligence between Police colleagues and 
Council officers who have roles that bring them into contact with businesses and the 
public is helping to build evidence that will hopefully support formal legal action. It 
was also important to note that enforcement action should also, if possible, be 
supported by an awareness-raising campaign about the potential health risks 
associated with these products which often contained a range of substances that 
were completely unregulated. Hopefully, a positive update will be presented to the 
Committee at the next meeting on 17 March.

The Chair advised the Chief Inspector, Kent Police that the CSU and the Communications 
Team at GBC may be able to help with the publicising of the positive results from the 
deployment of the two new PC’s in Gravesend. 

The Chair thanked the Chief Inspector, Kent Police for his informative briefing. 

77. Terms of Reference – Topic Review Groups 

Members were invited to consider the terms of reference for the two topic reviews selected 
by the Committee: Knife and Violent Youth Crime and Town Centre Crime.

The Chair informed the Committee that the two Chairs of each Topic Review Group had 
decided that the Town Centre Crime review group would be deferred until May 2020 
following the decision made last week at Overview Scrutiny to defer one of their reviews to 
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May 2020. The reasons for the deferrals were due to officer resources being stretched too 
thin and asking too much of GBC partners in such a short amount of time. 

The Assistant Director (Communities) advised that the Terms of Reference were stated in 
the report as well as the nominations to each Topic Review Group. The next stage will be 
agreeing dates for the review group meetings and discussing a workplan as well contacting 
all of the necessary partners to take part in the meetings. 

The Committee agreed: 

1. The Terms of Reference for both Topic Review Groups 

2. The composition of the Topic Review Sub-Groups listed in the report 

3. The Knife and Violent Youth Crime Topic Review  Sub-Group will move forward 
and a date for its first meeting will be chosen following the conclusion of the 
meeting 

That a start with the Town Centre Crime Topic Review Sub-Group be deferred until May 
2020. 

78. Kent & Medway Police and Crime Panel Full Agenda (21 November 2019 
– latest published) 

The Committee was presented with the agenda and minutes for the Kent and Medway 
Police and Crime Panel meeting held on Tuesday, 24 September 2019. 

It was queried by a Member if Gravesham were likely to be a part of the mini cadet scheme. 

The Chief Inspector, Kent Police advised that the scheme was currently sitting with the 
Superintendent who was reviewing the logistics of the scheme. However, the Committee 
were advised that if the scheme was progressed then a pilot would be tested in Gravesham 
and Dartford. 

The Committee noted the information contained within the report. 

Close of meeting 

The meeting ended at 8:50pm. 
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Classification: Public 
Key Decision:  No

Gravesham Borough Council

Report to: Crime and Disorder Scrutiny Committee

Date: 8 October 2020

Reporting officer: Strategic Manager (Community Safety Unit)

Subject: Modern Slavery Strategy 2020-23

Purpose and summary of the report:
This report provides the Committee with a Strategy that aims to increase our understanding of 
modern slavery in our area and that offers an approach that will enable the Council to fulfil its 
statutory obligations as a First Responder organisation.  The Strategy supports the Council’s wider 
Safeguarding agenda and will ensure that we have procedures in place that are robust and will 
withstand scrutiny. The Strategy was presented as a draft to the Community and Leisure Cabinet 
Committee on 15 September 2020 and was fully supported.

Recommendations:

The Committee is asked to:

i) Consider and comment upon the content of the Strategy. 

1. Introduction

1.1 The Modern Slavery Act 2015 introduced a range of measures to improve the level of 
protection offered to victims of slavery and to ensure that local agencies have the powers 
they need to pursue, disrupt and bring to justice those engaged in modern slavery, human 
trafficking, servitude and forced or compulsory labour.
  

1.2 s.52 of the Act created a new ‘duty to notify’ for Local Authorities i.e. a duty to report a 
potential victim of slavery or trafficking to the Home Office through the National Referral 
Mechanism (NRM), the current process in the UK for victim identification and support.  This 
process also identifies Councils as First Responders (together with other public bodies 
including Police, UK Border Force, the Gangmasters Labour Abuse Authority and several 
NGOs including the Salvation Army).  Therefore, as a First Responder, our Council has a 
duty to notify the Home Office if anyone working within the Council (including Members), 
identifies a person with indicators suggesting that they may have been trafficked or are 
enslaved. The Strategy provides full details of our legal responsibilities both in respect of 
the duty to notify and the support that then needs to be provided to the potential victim.  

1.3 The Strategy outlines specific measures that will ensure that good practice is being adopted 
and developed to improve our capacity as a First Responder organisation to react promptly 
and with clarity when cases come to light.  It is intended as a fully-coordinated approach 
that is built upon the 4 Ps framework stipulated in the Government’s Modern Slavery 
Strategy: Pursue, Prevent, Protect and Prepare.  A number of strategic priorities and 
objectives that address each of the 4 Ps are contained within the Strategy and can be found 
at pages 7-9.
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2. The need for a new approach  

2.1 Since the coming into force of the Modern Slavery Act 2015, the Council has been 
proactive in taking on board its responsibilities.  Several cycles of training have been 
organised by the Community Safety Unit and successfully delivered by the charity, Stop 
The Traffik, to frontline Council staff and representatives of partner agencies.  The Council 
has also produced and published, on an annual basis, a Modern Slavery Statement 
explaining the steps the Council takes to avoid the presence of modern slavery in any of its 
supply chains.  Modern slavery and trafficking feature within the Council’s internal 
Safeguarding Policy and the issue has consistently been retained as a priority within the 
Dartford and Gravesham Community Safety Partnership’s Community Safety Strategy.  

2.2 However, modern slavery remains (both nationally and locally) a largely hidden crime and 
the full extent of it is unknown, a matter largely exacerbated by the reluctance of victims, for 
a host a reasons provided in the Strategy, to report their experiences.  There also remains 
a lack of appreciation amongst the general public that this type of criminality is not a thing of 
the past but is in fact a form of organised crime that is extremely lucrative for perpetrators 
and that continues to grow.  In order to encourage more victims to come forward and for 
third parties to report, it is imperative that First Responder agencies have very clear and 
effective procedures and support pathways in place if a victim comes to attention.  In the 
absence of these, a victim will lack confidence in our ability to help them.  They will 
frequently go underground and consequently, continue to suffer their abuse.  

2.3 Historically, when Council officers have encountered a potential victim, this has usually 
been reported to Kent Police who have then investigated and supported the victim.  This 
Strategy adopts the stance that, if we are the first agency to come across the victim, it is our 
responsibility to follow the NRM process as a First Responder.  The Strategy will ensure 
that we have the necessary procedures in place to enable us to do this efficiently but also to 
meet the Government’s wider expectations of good practice in respect of raising awareness 
of modern slavery more generally, working collaboratively with partner agencies across 
sectors to provide victim support and to share intelligence with the aim of identifying 
perpetrators, disrupting their activity and bringing them to justice. 

2.4 The Community Safety Unit and Housing Services recently reviewed our existing practices 
and determined that we wanted to extend and build upon work carried out to date to meet 
our First Responder responsibilities.  It was agreed that it would be timely to take stock of 
what has worked well and to identify gaps in order to improve our response further.  The 
Strategy provides the Council with a comprehensive approach and a series of initiatives to 
be completed by the end of March 2023 that will demonstrate that we have taken the best 
of good practice and replicated it locally and fully adopted Government guidance.

2.5 The Strategic Manager (Community Safety Unit) and the Assistant Director (Housing 
Services) have consulted with colleagues from the Kent Police Serious Crime Directorate 
and Porchlight (Homelessness charity) and the Strategy has been produced with their 
assistance and support.  The Strategy was considered and fully supported at the 
Community and Leisure Cabinet Committee meeting on 15 September 2020 and has been 
formally approved.  It is hoped that the Strategy can be publicly launched in the week 
leading to 18 October which is National Anti-Slavery Day 2020.  This may attract some 
media coverage which whilst clearly positive in showing the Council to be acting 
proactively, will also provide an opportunity to raise awareness of modern slavery amongst 
the general public and help to generate a dialogue and discussion about the issue.

2.6 The Strategy itself provides details in respect of governance, accountability and how the 
Strategy will be delivered at an operational level.
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3. Implementation

3.1 The successful implementation of the Strategy will require the support of a multi-agency 
Working Group.  The Community Safety Unit (Strategic Manager) has already been in 
consultation with a core group of key partners who have expressed their willingness to be 
involved in this new project.  The Unit will take responsibility for coordinating and 
administering the bi-monthly or quarterly meetings of the Working Group and the project will 
be led by the Strategic Manager and the CSU’s Lead Safeguarding Officer on behalf of the 
Council.

3.2 A detailed Action Plan based on the priorities and objectives contained within the Strategy 
will be developed that will structure the activity of the Working Group and ensure that focus 
is retained.  This will be a live working document (not for public dissemination) that will also 
enable progress to be regularly monitored and allow performance to be fed back to the 
Community and Leisure Cabinet Committee, the Community Safety Partnership and the 
Crime and Disorder Scrutiny Committee.

3.3 Much of the activity will not require additional financial resourcing and it is anticipated that 
funds available through the internal Community Safety Unit working budget will be able to 
accommodate any necessary expenditure.  Should it transpire that further funding is 
required than currently anticipated, the Community Safety Unit may request to use some of 
its Crime Reduction Grant available via the Police and Crime Commissioner’s Office to 
support this initiative.  Modern slavery and human trafficking have been flagged as issues 
of particular concern during the period of Covid-19 and lockdown; it is possible that Central 
Government may make funding available to support activity to address the issue in the not 
too distant future.  In this event, having a Strategy in place and a multi-agency Working 
Group already established (including charitable organisations as well as statutory agencies) 
will place us in a good position to be able to bid for funding to support our work.
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APPENDIX 1
IMPLICATIONS                                                                                                             
Legal The Council has a statutory obligation to work with partner agencies to address 

crime and ASB and SOC (Crime and Disorder Act 1998 and Serious Organised 
Crime Act 2015).  It has specific duties as a First Responder agency and as 
contained within s.52 Modern Slavery Act 2015.

Finance and 
Value for Money

Delivery of the Strategy has a resource implication in terms of officer time in 
pulling together the proposed Action Plan that will support the Strategy and 
coordination of activity.  This will be met through the current capacity within the 
CSU (Strategic Manager, Operational Manager, Lead Safeguarding Officer and 
Administrator) as part of daily CSU business.  Some funding to support aspects of 
the project will be capable of being met through the CSU’s annual working budget 
(and potentially through external funding subject to successful bids to the PCC 
(Crime Reduction Grant) and Central Government funding opportunities.

Risk assessment Failure to have in place clearly understood procedures to effectively support a 
victim of modern slavery coming to our attention would carry the risk of also failing 
to meet our statutory responsibilities, place the victim at risk of further harm and 
potentially damage the reputation of the Council.
A data protection impact assessment (OPIA) should be carried out at the start of 
any major project involving the use of personal data or if you are making a 
significant change to an existing process.

a. Does the project/change being recommended through this paper involve 
the processing of personal data or special category data or criminal 
offence data? Potentially but only in respect of individual cases at an 
operational level; no, in respect of the Strategy.

b. If yes to question a., have you completed and attached a DPIA including 
Data Protection Officer advice? N/a

Data Protection 
Impact 
Assessment

c. If no to question b., please seek advice from your nominated DPIA 
assessor or the Information Governance Team at gdpr@medway.gov.uk

Equality Impact 
Assessment

a. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper have 
potential to cause adverse impact or discriminate against different groups 
in the community?  No.

b. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper make 
a positive contribution to promoting equality? Yes – it will increase our 
ability to protect often the most vulnerable of people from harm and ensure 
that they have equal access to support and assistance.

In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they have 
given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being considered, as 
noted in the table above

Corporate 
Business Plan

The Strategy makes a direct contribution to improving public safety linked to 
People and Place in the Corporate Plan.

Crime and 
Disorder

The Strategy will form part of the Council’s programme of work to improve 
community safety and protecting vulnerable people from harm.

Climate Change None.
Digital/website 
website 
implications

None at this stage.  Once launched the Strategy should be published on the 
Council’s website.

Safeguarding 
children and 
vulnerable adults

The safeguarding of vulnerable young people and adults is a high priority for the 
Council and partner agencies; the Strategy will contribute to the Authority’s 
Safeguarding policy and could potentially be seen as a good practice model 
county-wide.
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Foreword to the Understanding and 
Addressing Modern Slavery Strategy 
 
I am pleased to present this Strategy on behalf of Gravesham 
Borough Council as our approach to tackling modern slavery 
and human trafficking.  The Modern Slavery Act 2015 sets out 
the Council’s duties as a First Responder to notify the Secretary 
of State about suspected victims of slavery or human trafficking 
and this Strategy demonstrates the Council’s real commitment 
to work with our partner agencies to provide the best support 
possible to potential victims who come to our attention.  We 
recognise that, sadly, slavery, trafficking and exploitation are 
not issues of the past but very present in areas across the 
country including our own Borough.  

 

The scale of this largely hidden crime is significant and that is why we need an approach that raises 
the awareness of it across the board.  By working closely with our partners, we can continue to 
develop a programme of comprehensive and targeted action to encourage potential victims to 
report their experiences and get the help they need whilst also sending a clear message to 
offenders that these crimes will not be tolerated in Gravesham.  The Council will have no 
hesitation in using its powers and encouraging its partners to use theirs to do this.  We all have a 
part to play: local residents, those working here, those agencies with statutory responsibilities and 
community organisations, but in order that we can all respond effectively, we also all need to have 
an improved understanding of what we mean when we talk about modern slavery and the steps 
that we should take if we encounter it.   
 
That is why this Strategy is broad; it includes not only measures for improving training of all 
Council staff and Members to recognise signs and be clear on what to do but also actions to 
improve information sharing between different agencies to help build a better intelligence picture 
of the extent of the problem so that action can be taken.  It also considers steps to improve public 
awareness more generally and work to help us engage with local communities so that modern 
slavery and trafficking are issues that are openly discussed.  This will help to increase the 
confidence of victims to approach the Police or other support services.  We know that many 
victims go unidentified and unprotected and that is something we want to change.   
 
Gravesham Borough Council as well as Gravesham as a community, has a responsibility to ensure 
that its children, young people and adults are offered the best protection possible from 
exploitation of this kind which has devastating long-term effects on its victims, their families and 
the wider community.  My hope is that this Strategy and the Action Plan that underpins it to 
ensure its delivery, will provide consistency and co-ordination and bring partners together to 
effectively support those in need and see more offenders being brought to justice. 

 
Councillor Shane Mochrie-Cox 
Cabinet Member for Community and Leisure 
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Context – the Extent of the Problem 

The National Crime Agency Strategic Assessment of Serious and Organised Crime 2020 reports 
that the true scale of modern slavery and human trafficking in the UK is unknown.  The complexity 
of this crime type and the vulnerability and circumstances of those exploited mean that victims are 
frequently reluctant to report their experience, particularly to the Police.  Some victims may not 
always identify themselves as having been exploited whilst others will often do whatever they can 
to actually deflect intervention by either the Police or other authorities for a range of reasons 
discussed later in this document.  These factors mean that that any recorded figures will be heavily 
affected by under-reporting. 
 
Potential victims identified in the UK through the National Referral Mechanism (NRM) increased 
by 45% between January to September 2019 to 7,273 victims, compared to the same period in 
2018.  Growing awareness of modern slavery and trafficking amongst First Responder agencies 
and the general public may have contributed to this increase which only serves to confirm the 
importance of continuing to keep this issue high on national as well as the local agenda. 

 

 

potential victims were referred to 
the NRM in the first three 
quarters of 2019, an increase of 
45% on the same period in 2018. 

of those referred to the NRM in 
the first three quarters of 2019 
were exploited as children (under 
18 years of age). 

of UK Police investigations into 
modern slavery in the first three 
quarters of 2019 featured female 
suspects, up from 28% for the 
same period in 2018. 

 
Drivers and key forms of exploitation 
Whilst the following information relates to the UK position, the expectation is that this will be 
largely replicated locally in Gravesham: 
 

 Offenders engaged in modern slavery tend to operate in organised groups or networks. 
Whilst the majority of identified offenders are male, the proportion of police investigations 
featuring female offenders has increased, with them mostly linked to sexual exploitation; 

 

 The primary driver for offenders is profit – unlike the profit to be made from e.g. the sale 
of stolen goods where the financial benefit is seen only once, a person exploited into in 
sexual or labour will keep delivering financial profit over and over again for as long as the 
demand exists; 

 

 Key issues such as homelessness, isolation and substance misuse often contribute to a 
victim’s vulnerability.  Outside the UK, a lack of economic or educational opportunity drives 
the movement of vulnerable people and non-UK victims of modern slavery face a high risk 
of exploitation once they have arrived in this country; 

 

 The number of claims of exploitation involving victims coerced into crime has continued to 
increase (now overtaking labour and sexual exploitation), with exploitation in county lines 
drug supply being most common and children/young people being the majority of victims; 
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 Sexual exploitation accounts for the highest number of female victims in the UK with 
simultaneous exploitation in other ways being common e.g. domestic servitude.  This kind 
of exploitation is most certainly particularly underreported by male victims; 
 

 Labour exploitation is notably reported from construction, agricultural and car wash 
services with the majority of victims being male. 

 
Nationalities of potential victims and suspected offenders of modern slavery and human 

trafficking impacting the UK (top 10 countries) 

  
 

Our experience in Kent 
Trends in Kent mirror the national experience above and it is very likely that Gravesham will share 
the same modern slavery and human trafficking issues, trends and intelligence gaps.  Figures are 
provided at Kent Police Divisional level and Gravesham falls within North Division together with 
Dartford, Swale and Medway).  Headline details include: 
 

 77 modern slavery and human trafficking investigations were carried out in North Division 
in the 12 months ending July 2020; 

 199 NRM and MS1 (Modern Slavery notifications) were referred in the 12 months ending 
July 2020; 

 11 NRM referrals were made by Local Authorities in April-June 2020; 

 The most prevalent forms of exploitation in North Division (in order) are forced criminality, 
labour and sexual exploitation.  However, when forced criminality linked to county lines is 
removed from these statistics (as there are separate and dedicated Teams tackling this 
issue), labour and sexual exploitation are the predominant types of exploitation; 

 In North Division, the top 5 nationalities of victims (in order) are: British, Albanian, 
Romanian, Polish and Vietnamese. 
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Legislation and the Duty of Local Authorities 

 
The Modern Slavery Act 2015 s.1-4 created several main modern slavery offences: 
 
a) Slavery, servitude and forced or compulsory labour (s.1) – where are person holds another 

person in slavery or servitude or requires them to perform forced or compulsory labour and 
the person knows or ought to know that the other is being so held or required to perform; 

 
b) Human trafficking (s.2-3) – an offence is committed where a person arranges or facilitates the 

travel of another person with a view to that person being exploited.  ‘Exploitation’ includes: 
slavery, servitude, forced or compulsory labour, sexual exploitation, organ removal, securing 
services by force, threats or deception and securing services from children or vulnerable 
people; 

 
c) Facilitating human trafficking (s.4) – where an offence is committed with the intention of 

facilitating human trafficking e.g. providing false documents. 
 
The Specific Duty of Local Authorities 
s.52 of the Act created a statutory duty to notify for specified public authorities, including local 
authorities.  This duty identifies local authorities as First Responders and requires that if any 
Council employee encounters an individual who they believe is a possible victim of modern slavery 
or human trafficking, the Local Authority must notify the Home Office through the National 
Referral Mechanism (NRM). 
 
By implication, all local authorities need to provide frontline staff and their supervisors with 
training and awareness-raising on modern slavery to ensure that they can fulfil these obligations.  
Council employees need to be fully aware of the signs and indicators that help to identify a 
potential victim and clear and confident in the steps to follow to ensure our duty is met and the 
potential victim properly supported. 
 
The statutory duty to notify should not be seen as an additional burden – identifying a case as 
potentially one of modern slavery is primarily beneficial because it hopefully leads to direct 
support for the potential victim but could also uncover details to close intelligence gaps hugely 
beneficial to law enforcement and partner agencies.  The NRM and provisions within the Modern 
Slavery Act 2015 include: 
 

 The creation of a new statutory defence for slavery or trafficking victims who were or are 
compelled to commit criminal offences on behalf of their exploiter. 

 The introduction of civil orders to enable the courts to place restrictions on those convicted of 
modern slavery offences or those involved in such offences but not yet convicted. 

 The provision of short-term Government-funded support (accommodation, material 
assistance, medical treatment, counselling etc.) for a minimum of 45 days if the victim is an 
adult and agrees to go through the NRM process. 

 The potential provision of legal aid to victims of human trafficking and slavery for a variety of 
claims. 

 The provision of mechanisms for seizing traffickers’ assets and channelling some of that 
money towards victims for compensation payments. 

 The provision of child trafficking advocates for all child victims of trafficking. 
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Our Approach and Priorities 
 
This Strategy sets out Gravesham Borough Council’s approach to tackling modern slavery and 
human trafficking.  Whilst the Council has taken some steps to develop work in this area following 
the coming into force of the Modern Slavery Act 2015, it is now determined to develop our 
knowledge and understanding of this issue further.  This aim is to be proactive in helping to 
identify and refer victims for assistance; to safeguard children and adults by helping to address 
their support needs; to work with partners to disrupt perpetrators and bring them to justice; and, 
to ensure that any supply chains linked to Council services are free from modern slavery. 
 
Councils are crucial to partnership working in trying to prevent and reduce modern slavery, not 
least because so many of the services delivered by local authorities bring Council officers into 
areas and situations where they may encounter it simply whilst carrying out their normal duties.  
Through a long history of working in collaboration with a wide range of agencies from statutory, 
voluntary and charitable sectors, we are aware that by sharing intelligence, expertise and 
resources, we will be much better placed to respond effectively when cases of modern slavery 
come to light.   
 
This Strategy and its underpinning Action Plan builds on the 4 Ps framework stipulated in the 
Government’s Modern Slavery Strategy 2014: 
 

Pursue Prosecuting and disrupting individuals and groups responsible for 
modern slavery. 

Prevent Preventing people from engaging in modern slavery, either as victims or 
offenders. 

Protect Strengthening safeguards against modern slavery by protecting 
vulnerable people from exploitation and increasing awareness of and 
resilience against this crime. 

Prepare Reducing the harm caused by modern slavery though improved victim 
identification and enhanced support. 

 
Our vision is to protect our communities from modern slavery and trafficking by focussing on 6 
key priority outcomes: 
 

Priority 1 
To raise awareness and understanding of modern slavery and its effects across Council 
departments and within our local communities 

Priority 2 
To increase reporting of modern slavery by service providers and the general public 

Priority 3 
To ensure Council staff and Members have the right knowledge, skills and processes to act 
confidently 

Priority 4 
To identify, support, protect and empower victims of modern slavery 

Priority 5 
To assist in the identification, disruption and bringing to justice of offenders 

Priority 6 
To have effective governance, processes and clear lines of responsibility 
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Strategic Objectives 
 
A series of strategic objectives have been identified linked to each of the priority outcomes 
described earlier.  These also form the basis of an Action Plan that will guide and structure the 
delivery of this Strategy. 
 
Priority 1 
We will raise awareness and understanding of modern slavery and its effects by: 
 

 The pooling of intelligence to help inform the Working Group of the issues most relevant in 
our area.  This will enable the Group to target particular geographical areas, potential 
victim groups and specific operating models used by offenders; 

 Undertaking and promoting appropriate, targeted and intelligence led multi-agency 
campaigns; 

 Developing a package of communications and delivering a consistent message across all 
Council departments, other sectors and for public dissemination; 

 Promoting the existence of the Working Group and its activities to encourage confidence in 
victims of the commitment of local agencies to work together in addressing modern 
slavery.  
 

Priority 2 
We will increase reporting of suspected modern slavery by: 
 

 Making sure that local people are encouraged to report concerns by promoting national as 
well as local services and reporting lines; 

 Ensuring that all Council staff know how to report concerns and are able to advise 
members of the public accordingly; 

 Using targeted campaigns to engage with local people across difference backgrounds to 
overcome any cultural barriers that may prevent the reporting of modern slavery e.g. by 
working with appropriate community groups, faith providers, charitable organisations, that 
have contact with individuals who may be more vulnerable to modern slavery and who do 
not necessarily engage with statutory agencies; 

 Improving awareness of and publicising the support and protection that is available to 
victims to increase confidence to report. 
 

Priority 3 
We will ensure that Council staff and Members have the right knowledge, skills and processes to 
act confidently by: 
 

 Developing training and resources for Council staff (that can be shared with partner 
agencies) to ensure that everyone understands their legal duties and follows correct 
procedures for protecting victims; 

 Rolling out training using face-to-face and online formats, utilising best practice; 

 Introducing a modern slavery input as part of mandatory training for all new Council staff 
as part of their induction programme; 

 Ensuring that Council members are offered training and are aware of services to be able to 
advise any constituents who may raise modern slavery concerns with them; 
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 Ensuring that businesses and agencies working with the Council understand their legal 
responsibilities to prevent modern slavery occurring in any supply chains. 
 

Priority 4 
We will identify, support, protect and empower victims by: 
 

 Testing and adopting referral pathways that best meet victims’ needs (including 
considering how we can most effectively provide immediate support at crisis point and 
longer-term protection, both within and outside of the National Referral Mechanism); 

 Ensuring that there is collaboration and ‘joined-up’ working between different services 
supporting victims (particularly between Council departments); 

 Exploring the potential for working with survivors who may be willing to provide peer 
support e.g. through the establishing of a locally-based peer support group. 
 

Priority 5 
We will assist in the identification, disruption and bringing to justice of offenders by: 
 

 Supporting multi-agency operations with partners; 

 Ensuring that intelligence/information received by the Council is shared promptly with 
appropriate partners; 

 Via the Working Group, identify and develop tactics to disrupt the activity of offenders; 

 Identify and apply best practice to increase the number of offenders being charged and 
convicted for modern slavery crimes and to effectively publicise successful prosecutions. 
 

Priority 6 
We will have effective governance, processes and lines of responsibility by: 
 

 Establishing a multi-agency Modern Slavery Working Group with clear terms of reference; 

 Ensuring progress in the delivery of this Strategy and its’ Action Plan is regularly monitored 
reported to the Gravesham Serious Organised Crime Panel and Community Safety 
Partnership; 

 Ensuring that actions taken are evaluated to establish ‘what works’ to continuously 
develop local best practice. 
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What do we mean by Modern Slavery? 

 
A prerequisite for improving the way we respond to potential or actual cases of modern slavery is 
having a clear understanding of what we actually mean when we talk about ‘modern slavery’.   
 
Modern slavery encompasses human trafficking, slavery, servitude and forced or compulsory 
labour.  It is important to recognise some of the different types of coercion and control that may 
be being used (the ‘means’ used by offenders) as well as the specific forms of exploitation (the 
‘purpose’ behind the offender’s behaviour).  The following guidance is taken from the Adult 
Modern Slavery Protocol for Local Authorities produced by the Anti-Slavery London Working 
Group and the Human Trafficking Foundation. 
 

Means – Types of Coercion and Control  
 
The apparent consent of a victim to be controlled and exploited is irrelevant when one or more of 
the following has been used to obtain that consent.  Note that coercion does not need to include 
violence or the threat of violence. 
 

 The threat or use of force (physical restraint, beating, rape, abuse against them or their family 
members). 

 
 Withholding travel or immigration documentation. 

 
 Ritual oaths or use of fear based on a belief system e.g. use of Juju. 

 Fraud – control of the potential victim’s accounts or finances, attaching their name to debts, 
cars, illegal activity. 

 
 Abduction. 

 
 Blackmail or intimidation. 

 The abuse of power or a position of vulnerability (whether physical, psychological, emotional, 
family-related, social or economic e.g. illegality of the potential victim’s immigration status, 
the person affected believing they have little or no alternative but to submit to the abuse). 

 Debt bondage and depriving the individual of money – creating artificially high debts for travel 
or substandard accommodation or making significant deductions from an individual’s ‘salary’. 

 
 Deception e.g. employer provided false information about employment, working conditions. 

 ‘Stockholm Syndrome’ – due to unequal power, the victim has developed a false emotional or 
psychological attachment to their controller or may identify with the perpetrator as a survival 
or coping mechanism. 

 Grooming – where vulnerable people are enticed over time to take part in activity in which 
they may not be entirely willing participants. 

 Physical confinement or restriction of movement or confinement through threats/control e.g. 
the individual is unable to leave as they have no money or fear the consequences. 

 Threat or perceived threat to the potential victim’s relationships with other family members 
or peer groups. 

 Social stigma e.g. using the threat of ‘shaming’ someone who has been operating as a sex 
worker or for having failed to find suitable work or in having control over their life. 
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Purpose – Types of Exploitation 

 
The information provided below includes details of the different types of exploitation often 
experienced by victims.  However, due to the changing nature of this criminal activity, this is not 
an exhaustive list and it should also be remembered that a potential victim is likely to experience 
multiple types of exploitation. 
 

 
 
 

Sexual Exploitation 
Many potential victims have been forced, coerced or deceived into work, whilst 
others have come willingly to work in this field but been deceived about the nature 
or conditions of work on their arrival.  Possibly with little or no pay, they will often 
be deprived of their freedom of movement and be kept subjugated through the 
use of physical and or/psychological coercion such as bullying, threats to them or 
their family members, debt bondage and violence. 
 

 
 
 
 

Labour Exploitation and Bonded Labour 
Labour is the provision of any service, not just manual labour and it becomes 
exploitation where that work or service is extracted from a person under the 
menace of any penalty and for which the person has not offered themselves 
voluntarily.  The ‘menace or penalty’ could be the confiscation of passports, non-
payment of wages, or placing a person in a situation of dependency or by 
threatening them with the risk of homelessness. 
 
In most cases, potential victims are coerced to carry out work in for e.g. farms, 
factories, restaurants, nail bars, car washes or construction sites, for little or no 
pay.  If they are Foreign Nationals, their passports are frequently confiscated by 
their traffickers and they may be made to live in terrible conditions. 
 
If they have a contract, they are unlikely to have a copy or to have had an 
opportunity to read or understand anything that they have signed or know how to 
enforce any agreed conditions of work that fail to materialise. 
 
Often a debt or perceived debt is used to keep the person in subjugation and there 
can be excessive wage deductions e.g. for the cost of accommodation or food or 
the bonded debt can include costs such as foreign travel to the UK.  Control can 
take less obvious forms and include threats to hurt family members or to report 
victims to the Police or Immigration if their employment status is illegal or 
unknown.  Potential victims may also have been trafficked specifically to be made 
to work in the sex industry and the taboo/stigma associated with this is used as a 
further form of control to prevent the potential victim from seeking help. 
 

 
 
 

Domestic Servitude 
Domestic servitude involves people working in a household where they are ill-
treated, humiliated, subjected to exhausting working hours, denied privacy and 
forced to live and work in very poor conditions, for little or no pay.  In some cases, 
sexual abuse may also take place.   
 
It is often difficult for domestic slaves or servants to leave their employers and 
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seek help and if they do, they are often accused of theft, immigration offences or 
sometimes relatively minor crimes.  Abusive employers create physical and 
psychological obstacles by e.g. threatening the victim or their families with further 
abuse or deportation or by withholding their passport.  Wages are frequently 
withheld on the basis that they will be paid in future with the aim of keeping the 
person working in the hope that this will eventually happen. 
 
Emotional blackmail is a common feature e.g. claiming that the victim is ‘one of 
the family’ or that children in the family have become dependent on them and 
they will suffer should the victim leave. 

 
 

 

Criminal Exploitation 
This occurs when a person is coerced to become involved in criminal activities such 
as selling and moving drugs, cannabis farming, forced begging, pickpocketing, 
shoplifting etc.  Victims of slavery can (and consequently fear that they will) end up 
in the criminal justice system to be treated as criminals instead of protected as 
victims of serious crime.  In cases where the exploitation activity in itself is illegal, 
the risk of this is high. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Forced Fraud 
Traffickers will dishonestly apply for tax credits and other benefits using the 
potential victim’s details, sometimes without their knowledge.  Potential victims’ 
identities may also be used to take out financial loans to cause the potential victim 
to fall into debt and their exploiter then uses this as another form of control.   
 
In many of these cases the victims are deceived rather than coerced; the trafficker 
may claim to be helping them to fill out benefit claim forms or to obtain loans but 
in reality they have no intention that the victims will have access to those funds.  
  

 
 
 

Forced Marriage, ‘Sham’ Marriage and Surrogate Mothers 
Forced Marriage – where one or both people do not (or in the case of people with 
learning disabilities, are unable to) consent to the marriage and pressure or abuse 
is applied.  This can be coupled with other forms of slavery and can be used to 
exploit individuals in various ways.  Children or adults who are trafficked for sex 
may subsequently also be sold into forced marriages.  An adult who is forcibly 
married may later be trafficked for labour or sex by and for the financial gain of his 
or her spouse. 
 
Surrogate Mothers – Women may be forced to act as surrogates and to give birth 
to children who are then taken away from them (and treated as a commodity). 
 
Sham Marriages – There are also cases where marriages to British citizens may 
occur to procure regular immigration status.  There is usually no subsisting 
relationship, dependency or intent to live as husband and wife or as civil partners.  
The potential victim may be approached because they are in a position of 
vulnerability – possibly already trafficked for other services and/or in debt 
bondage.  They may be unaware that this form of marriage is a criminal offence 
and are unlikely to self-identify as a victim of exploitation or trafficking.  Generally 
the sham marriage is uncovered as a result of other offences e.g. domestic 
violence, being investigated. 
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Organ harvesting 
This involves trafficking people for the purpose of obtaining their organs, tissue 
and cells.  Traffickers might force or deceive the victims into giving up an organ or 
victims may formally or informally agree to sell an organ but are then not paid at 
all or paid less than the price agreed.  Sometimes vulnerable people are treated for 
an ailment which may or may not actually exist and organs are removed without 
the victim’s knowledge or removal occurs as part of illegal rituals. 

  

Important Points of Note: 
 

 Consent is irrelevant to exploitation – an individual’s consent to the conduct alleged to 
amount to slavery, servitude or forced compulsory labour is irrelevant where any of the 
‘means’ set out above have been used; 
 

 Exploitation need not have taken place yet to constitute slavery or human trafficking – 
Home Office guidance states that a person is a victim even where they haven’t been 
exploited yet e.g. a police raid occurs before the exploitation happens.  It is the ‘purpose’ 
which is key, rather than whether the exploitation has actually occurred; 

 

 The crime of slavery or trafficking overrides any irregular immigration or other minor 
offences – the person exploiting an individual should be the focus of primary law 
enforcement and victims should not be treated as perpetrators of crime or irregular 
migrants.  There should be a presumption of non-criminalisation for offences arising in 
connection with a victim’s experience of trafficking; 

 

 Victims of slavery and trafficking often do not fit a stereotype – potential victims come 
from all kinds of backgrounds; some are well-educated and from wealthy families and boys 
and men can be victims just as easily as girls and women.  Traffickers also may not always 
fit an expected profile; they too, may be educated and seem outwardly very respectable. 

 

 People rarely self-identify as victims of slavery or trafficking or easily reveal their 
experiences – victims may also be unwilling to disclose their experiences to statutory 
authorities for fear of reprisals, a fear of government/authorities, shame associated with 
their treatment or because they have normalised their exploitation. 

 
 Not all migrants working illegally are trafficked – a report that there are e.g. foreign 

workers working in car wash, does not by itself amount to evidence of human trafficking or 
warrant a human trafficking response.  However, it is the case that some traffickers ensure 
that the people they are exploiting have legitimate Visas or are entitled to work, so it does 
not always mean the exploitation is not happening. 

 

 Smuggling is not trafficking – in smuggling cases, asylum seekers and immigrants pay 
people to help them enter the country irregularly.  This is a crime against the state not 
against an individual.  Smugglers generally provide a short-term/one-off service rather than 
treating the person as a commodity for the longer-term.  However, there are occasions 
when people believe that they are being smuggled but on arrival in the country are then 
subjected to exploitation e.g. they may be forced to work to pay off the smuggling debt 
which is then increased over time by the smuggler to retain control over the victim.  
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Modern Slavery Indicators 
 
Indicators will point to concerns that should always lead to further investigation and 
consideration of an NRM referral.  They may not necessarily be considered as evidence of 
trafficking or slavery but should lead to further work to gather more intelligence which may 
then reveal that a person is at risk of exploitation unless steps are taken to prevent it. 
 
Important points to remember: 
 

 We are not required to prove human trafficking.  If trafficking is suspected but not 
conclusively proven, the individual should still be identified as a potential victim.  This 
threshold is deliberately low to encourage referrals where there are any concerns; 

 

 We do not need to evaluate indicators to a criminal standard of proof. 
 

Indicators 
 

Conversation 

 
 
 
 

 Fearful, anxious and withdrawn 

 Unable to speak the local language 

 Refuses or is reluctant to talk to a person in authority or provide personal 
details 

 Does not recognise themselves as having been trafficked or enslaved 

 Tells their stories with obvious errors 

 Have a prepared story, very similar to those that other adults have given 

 Is unable or unwilling to give the name and address of their employer 
 

Behaviour/Appearance 

 

 Appears to be missing for periods 

 Is known to beg for money 

 Having tattoos or other marks indicating ‘ownership’ by their exploiters 

 Victims may experience post-traumatic stress disorder which can result in 
any or a combination of the following symptoms: hostility, aggression, 
difficulty in recalling details or entire episodes, difficulty concentrating 
 

Work 

 

 Wearing unsuitable clothing e.g. flip flops in winter, no helmet on a 
construction site 

 Is required to earn a minimum amount of money every day 

 No or poor health and safety equipment, no health and safety notices and 
unhygienic, unsafe working conditions 

 Excessive working hours, no days off and little spare time to e.g. get food 

 Actual or perception of debt bondage 

 No or limited access to earnings or no labour contract 

 Excessive wage reductions or financial penalties 

 Movement of individuals between sites or working in alternate locations 
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Freedom of Movement 

 

 Is accompanied by a person who insists on remaining with them at all 
times 

 Limited freedom of movement 

 Limited or no social interaction and poor integration into the community 

 Dependence on employer for e.g. for work, accommodation, transport 

 Limited contact with family members 

 Never leaving the house without permission from an employer 

 Only leaving the house in a group 

Health 

 

 Shows signs of physical or sexual abuse and/or has contracted STIs or has 
an unwanted pregnancy 

 Has not been registered with or attended a GP practice 

 Appears to services (Doctor/Council staff) only in the finall months of a 
pregnancy 

 Bruises, cigarette burns and untreated injuries 

 Broken bones that haven’t healed properly 

 Malnourishment 

 Learning difficulties or drug and/or alcohol dependencies 

 Dental problems and poor hygiene 

 Neurological problems, headaches, dizziness, memory loss 

 Gastrointestinal systems 

 Musculoskeletal symptoms 

 Work-related injuries often through poor health and safety measures 

 Signs of mental health issues e.g. trauma, PTSD, panic attacks 

Accommodation 

 

 Workers have to pay for food or accommodation via deductions from pay 

 Home delivery meal packaging in excessive quantities 

 Overcrowded/rough sleeping conditions including ‘beds in sheds’ 

 Cars or minibuses picking up at unusual times 

 Not eating with the rest of the family and no private sleeping place or 
sleeping in a shared space 

 Frequent visitors to residential premises 

 Lack of family photos and personal belongings 

 Post stacked up and discarded envelopes on the floor 

 A script by a telephone on making benefit claims/dealing with enquiries 

 Unable to show any autonomy over accommodation e.g. no tenancy 
documents, bills, bank accounts in their own name 

Journey 

 

 May have entered the country irregularly or their visa has expired (note 
that they may be from the UK or be a Foreign National with legal status to 
be in the UK) 

 Travel in a group, often with people who do not speak the same language 

 May have had their journey/visa arranged by someone on their behalf 

 Has had to pay an exorbitant debt e.g. for travel costs, before having any 
control over their own earnings/documents 
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Employer 

 

 Employer reports them as a missing person 

 Employer accuses person of theft/other crimes to explain their escape 

 Employer speaks on their behalf 

 Employer unable to produce documents required when employing 
migrant labour 

 Difficult to establish or prove relationships between adults and child(ren) 

 Single adult is the contact for a large number of children, families or 
workers 

Documents 

 

 Has no passport or other means of identification 

 Has false travel/identity documentation 

 Is unable to confirm names and addresses of employer, contacts, home or 
workplace in the UK 

 Does not appear to have money but does have a mobile phone 

 Is in possession of money and goods which are not accounted for 

 Coerced to apply for asylum or warned not to apply for asylum 

 Fear of revealing immigration status or lacks knowledge on current 
immigration status 

 

How might Council staff encounter a potential victim? 
 
Both Council staff across service departments and local Councillors may receive reports and/or 
information about local situations that could ‘flag’ that modern slavery or exploitation is taking 
place.  Whilst not exhaustive, some examples of such situations include: 
 

 Anti-social behaviour 
 

 Breaches of planning regulations 
 

 Multiple occupancy and/or over-crowded buildings 
 

 Payment of minimum wages/pay disputes 
 

 Homelessness 
 

 Sexual offences, grooming, prostitution, forced marriage 
 

 Vulnerability within a domestic setting/domestic abuse cases 
 

 Irregular immigration/immigration offences 
 

 County lines, gangs, drug selling, drug cultivation 
 

 Benefit fraud and sham marriages 
 

 Persistent missing persons 
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The National Referral Mechanism (NRM) 
 
The National Referral Mechanism (NRM) is the current process in place in the UK to identify and 
support potential victims of modern slavery.  The NRM is also one of the means through which the 
National Crime Agency (NCA) gathers information about victims to help build a clearer intelligence 
picture.  The Mechanism was introduced to assist with the meeting of obligations created by the 
European Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings.   
 
Key considerations:- 
 

First Responders 

 

First responders are responsible for identifying and interviewing potential 
victims.  All those working in local authorities (as well as those in a range of 
agencies e.g. Police, UK Border Force, the Salvation Army and the 
Gangmasters and Labour Abuse Authority) are First Responders.  Gravesham 
Borough Council is a First Responder into the NRM process and as such, the 
Council has a duty to notify the Home Office if anyone working within the 
Council identifies a person with indicators that suggest they may be 
enslaved or may have been trafficked. 
 

Consent – Use the NRM 

 
 
 

Where an adult victim gives their consent, a referral should be made into the 
NRM.  This consent must be ‘informed’ i.e. for an adult to provide their 
informed consent, the First Responder must have explained to them: 
 

 What the NRM is; 

 What support may be available (e.g. accommodation, subsistence, 
legal aid, protection and counselling); 

 What the possible outcomes may be and potential implications. 
 

If an adult consents to referral into the NRM, the National Referral 
Mechanism Guidance (Adult) should be followed: 
  

LWG+Local+Authorit
ies+Modern+Slavery+Protocol+(adults)+-+NRM+Process+Gui....pdf

 
 

In February 2020, a new Digital NRM Referral Form was introduced and is 
available to all First Responders.  This allows the referral to be made through 
a single online form.  The form is designed to be responsive and will change 
depending on the options selected.  The form can be accessed through the 
following link:  https://www.modernslavery.gov.uk/start 
 
The Council must adhere to safeguarding and duty of care processes.  An 
assessment of needs should be carried out in respect of housing, benefits, 
legal advice, requirement of safe housing etc.  The objective is to safeguard 
the potential victim and to prevent or reduce the risk of re-exploitation. 
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If the potential victim has no recourse to public funds and there is no duty to 
provide housing/support under other safeguarding/Human Rights legislation, 
contact the Salvation Army directly if the individual has immediate support 
needs: tel. 0300 303 8151 (24 hrs).  They should be able to assist with 
accommodation and/other outreach support.   
 

Non-Consent – Complete a Duty to Notify Referral 

 
 

If a victim does not want and does not give their consent to enter the NRM, 
First Responders still have a duty to notify if they have reasonable grounds 
for believing that a person is a potential victim.   
 
Complete the online Duty to Notify Referral using the same link as for making 
an NRM Referral – it will adapt according to the options selected: 
https://www.modernslavery.gov.uk/start 
 
Contact Kent Police through the 101 reporting line/online form or using 999 
if you believe that the individual is facing an immediate threat of risk or 
harm.  Remember: a potential victim of slavery is a potential victim of 
crime and there is still a duty to try to safeguard them. 
 
The Salvation Army are contracted by the Home Office to provide support 
and counselling and they may also be able to offer help or advice on how to 
engage more effectively with someone who is frightened or reluctant to 
disclose information or engage.  Further information can be found at: 
https://www.salvationarmy.org.uk/modern-slavery 

 

What happens once an NRM Referral has been made? 
 
Once the NRM Referral has been submitted it will be passed to the relevant ‘Competent 
Authority’, which in the case of local authorities acting as First Responders, is the Modern Slavery 
Human Trafficking Unit (MSHTU).  This Unit sits within the National Crime Agency that is 
accountable to the Home Secretary.  Trained decision makers within the Unit will assess and make 
a decision on whether the individual referred is a victim of modern slavery or trafficking. 
 
To establish whether a person is a victim of any form of modern slavery (including trafficking) two 
decisions are taken by the MSHTU: 
 

1.  A Reasonable Grounds Decision 

There are reasonable grounds to establish that a person is a potential victim.  The threshold for 
‘reasonable grounds’ is low and defined by the principle ‘I suspect but cannot prove’ that the 
individual is a potential victim.   
 
A reasonable grounds decision should be made within 5 working days.  If the decision is positive, 
the potential victim is then entitled to support, including the option of gender-specific 
Government-funded safe house accommodation for up to 45 days.  This is intended to provide a 
period for reflection and recovery for the victim e.g. they may want to consider whether they now 
feel able to cooperate with and disclose more information to the Police. 
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2. A Conclusive Grounds Decision 

The MSHTU will determine whether, based on the evidence provided, conclusive grounds are 
established that the individual referred is in fact a victim of modern slavery or trafficking.  The 
standard of proof is on the balance of probability that the individual is more likely to be a victim 
than not.  Where conclusive grounds have been established, the potential victim then has two 
weeks to leave safe house accommodation provided by the Salvation Army where this has been 
used and find new accommodation (this may be extended at the request of the safe house). 
 
Discretionary Leave to Remain 
If a potential victim receives a conclusive grounds decision, an extension may be made to the 45 
day recovery period or if they do not have any other right to remain in the UK, they may be 
granted a residence permit.  This would be in the form of Discretionary Leave to Remain (DLR) and 
is usually issued for between 12 and 30 months. 
 
If a survivor has an asylum claim, they should automatically be considered for a grant of DLR once 
a positive identification decision has been made.  If they do not have an asylum claim, they will 
need to notify the Home Office if they want to be considered for DLR, preferably whilst they are 
still in the NRM. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Of their personal circumstances e.g. a need to 
remain in the UK for longer to enable the person 
to complete a course of medical treatment. 

 
They need to stay in the UK in order to pursue a 
claim for compensation against their traffickers. 

 

They are co-operating with criminal proceedings 
against their traffickers.  The victim, their legal 
adviser or Police may make a formal request on 
this basis. 

 

Assistance and support is needed for an 
appropriate time after criminal proceedings have 
concluded e.g. post-traumatic stress associated 
with providing witness evidence. 

A person is entitled 

to a residence permit 

if they are 

recognised as a 

victim of slavery and 

their stay in the UK is 

necessary because: 
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A Negative Conclusive Grounds Decision is made 

If a potential victim receives a negative conclusive grounds decision they have two days to leave 
Salvation Army safe house accommodation or outreach support and find alternative 
accommodation.  A negative decision may be due to a lack of evidence, non-disclosure or other 
obstacles that potential victims may face, rather than them not actually being a victim of modern 
slavery.  If this is considered to be the case, the negative decision can be challenged.  If there is still 
concern about a person refused support through the NRM and there are no other safeguarding 
steps that the Council can take, locally concerns should be raised with the Council’s Lead 
Safeguarding Officer who can liaise with the Kent and Medway Adults Safeguarding Board. 

 
Post NRM Risk and Needs Assessment 
 
If the potential victim has been moved out of Borough, there needs to be an assessment by the 
local authority where the potential victim was found, on which local authority will handle the case 
post NRM.  If, for e.g, the potential victim is returning to Gravesham, there needs to be another 
needs and risk assessment considering possible requirements in terms of access to education, 
employment and legal and health support, housing, benefits and immigration. 
 

Access to Education, Employment and Legal and Health Support 

 
 

 If the potential victim has not done so, connect them with an 
experienced legal adviser on options regarding immigration and 
compensation. 

 Provide the potential victim with information on how to engage with a 
GP, on accessing benefits and other statutory/non-statutory support. 

 Explore access to education, volunteering and employment and help the 
potential victim to set realistic goals. 

 If the potential victim is a Foreign National, make sure they can access 
ESOL classes to improve their English. 

 Consider any specialist support agencies/organisations that may be able 
to help the potential victim depending on the types of exploitation they 
have experienced. 

 Schedule an appointment for the potential victim with the Job Centre to 
help them receive a National Insurance Number as quickly as possible (if 
an NRM certificate has yet to be provided, use NRM letters to facilitate 
this process).   

 A NI Number can take some time to be issued during which the 
potential victim will not be able to work or claim benefits – work with 
partner agencies to mitigate the risk of them becoming homeless. 

Housing and Benefits 

 

 Help the survivor explore the benefits they may be entitled to and with 
accessing them. 

 If the potential victim is a Foreign National, has a Conclusive Grounds 
decision and Leave to Remain granted with recourse to public funds, 
then they can access support and housing under the Housing Act 1996. 

 Councils still have a duty of care under s.42 of the Care Act 2014 
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irrespective of eligibility for care and support under the Act.  If they do 
not meet the threshold for care under the Care Act but e.g. have a 
primary need for housing, they should be referred to the Council’s 
Housing Services. 

 If they don’t have Leave to Remain or have an outstanding immigration 
application, signpost them to appropriate services to check whether 
they are eligible to enter asylum accommodation. 

 If a survivor of modern slavery or trafficking is housed, make sure it is 
appropriate and safe for them to live there. 

Returning Home 

 

 If a potential victim is a Foreign National, wants to return to their 
country of origin and it is safe for them to do so, they can receive help 
and financial assistance through the Home Office Voluntary Returns 
Service process (non-statutory organisations may also be able to assist). 

 The local authority may want to check with the potential victim’s 
Embassy that it is safe to return and should try to connect the potential 
victim with statutory and non-statutory services in the country of origin 
to assist them once they get home to avoid re-exploitation. 

 

Reviewing the Case and Checks before Closing a Case 
 
The potential victim’s case will need to be regularly reviewed (ideally every two weeks) by 
whichever local authority of the area in which they have been housed as their situation may 
fluctuate during recovery.   
 
 

 
Consideration should be given to and an evaluation made of the support given in each of the 
following areas below before concluding that a case can be closed: 
 

 
 Safety (including risk from traffickers) 
 Ongoing access to appropriate healthcare services 
 Legal issues to appropriate healthcare services 
 Drug and alcohol misuse 
 Housing and finance (access to welfare, managing money and debts) 
 Living skills (readiness for independence) 
 Education/work 
 Social/spiritual networks (contacts with family, friends and community agencies) 
 Return options 
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Implementing the Strategy 
 
The key to our ability to deliver this Strategy is strong and effective partnership working.  No 
individual agency will be able to achieve its objectives and our success will be dependent on joint 
working at both at a strategic and operational level, sharing information, resources and expertise. 
 
A multi-agency Modern Slavery Working Group will be established to meet on a quarterly basis 
and that will oversee the delivery of the Action Plan that has been created simultaneously with 
this Strategy.  The membership of the Group will evolve and adapt as we build an understanding of 
the key issues in our area in order that we bring in the appropriate expertise and experiences of 
those agencies and organisations that have first hand knowledge of the issues to be addressed. 
 
The Action Plan will remain a live document that will be subject to amendment according to 
intelligence, evidence and data and the potential changing needs of victims.  The Plan will, 
however, provide structure, direction and enable the Working Group to remain focussed on the 
strategic objectives.  Progress against the Plan will be monitored at the quarterly meetings and will 
also be fed back to the Gravesham Serious Organised Crime Panel (GSOCP) and the local 
Community Safety Partnership (CSP) for the purposes of accountability. 
 
Core Membership of the Working Group 
 

 Gravesham Borough Council  

 Kent Police 

 Porchlight 

 Choices 

 Rethink Mental Illness  

 Kent Equality Cohesion Council 
 

Gravesham’s Community Safety Unit (CSU) will take responsibility for the coordination of the 
activity of the Working Group and providing progress reports to the GSOCP and CSP.  It will also 
undertake the administration of the quarterly meetings and host them. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

‘Slavery is founded on the selfishness of man’s nature; 
opposition to it on his love of justice.’ 
  

                                                                   Abraham Lincoln  
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